
TERRUS renews its digital experience
with BOMBIERI as a partner

Implementation of digital marketing as a tool for business development and 
brand growth.



Terrus as a banner of a series of real estate 
developments in the city of Concepción del Uruguay, 
Province of Entre Ríos, Argentina, in the year 2021 
entrusted BOMBIERI with the task of creating and 
implementing an auspicious digital marketing plan for 
its different real estate projects.
 

Background



The challenge

Being able to position TERRUS as a global brand was one of the 
first objectives to be met, taking into account that the various de-
velopments were not centralized under a strong brand with pre-
sence. And in turn, highlight the individual brands of the real 
estate projects: Las Acacias Private Neighborhood and the Guay I 
eco building.

Websites with old, slow and unfriendly technology for users were 
the main characteristic of the official pages of each of the develo-
pments at the beginning of the project.

Old technology

Unfriendly 
experiencie



The solution

A New Customer Journey 

In this way, work began on the centralization of  evelopments in TERRUS, 
new technologies in websites and renovation of design and image, which 
had precise information and outstanding multimedia work.

Advertising campaigns

At the same time, an advertising campaign plan was generated through 
social networks that allowed the creation of new audiences, ads and 
cutting-edge landing pages.

In parallel, the implementation of a CRM that would allow ordering and cen-
tralizing all the organized 

New technologies

Accurate information

Sort and centralize contacts

Best selling prospects

Optimize budget

Efficient tracking



Social media

The presence in social networks is essential, so in this aspect very clear lines 
of work were drawn to generate a new representative visual line, creating a 
manual of guidelines drawn up in search of generating a greater audience 
and interaction.

New line of sight

Automated Marketing

Each person who interacts with TERRUS campaigns receives different types 
of email notifications 
depending on the type of interaction they made and the degree of qualifi-
cation they have as a 
potential client. This allows developing a closer 
relationship with the prospect without so much 
investment of time by the company's collaborators.

Closer relationship with the 
prospect

Less investment of time of the 
sales collaborators

Qualified and advanced
prospects in the sales funnel



“The vision and commitment that BOMBIERI has shown with our development is of excellent human qua-

lity and a professional and objective perspective. They always have the purpose of giving us the best service 

and immediate response for the continuous growth of the objectives.”

Arch. Andrea Grenz.
Real Estate Developments. Río Uruguay Seguros.

Results
The constant and dynamic communication 
added to the professionalism in the elaboration 
of the tasks allowed us to conclude with a pre-
cise work tailored to the client

1,142 new marketing-qualified prospects

48 sales-qualified leads

Return on Investment (ROI) of $2.69




